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Abstract. Scoping behavioral variations to dynamic extents is useful
to support non-functional concerns that otherwise result in cross-cutting
code. Unfortunately, such forms of scoping are difficult to obtain with
traditional reflection or aspects. We propose delegation proxies, a dynamic proxy model that supports behavioral intercession through the
interception of various interpretation operations. Delegation proxies permit different behavioral variations to be easily composed together. We
show how delegation proxies enable behavioral variations that can propagate to dynamic extents. We demonstrate our approach with examples
of behavioral variations scoped to dynamic extents that help simplify
code related to safety, reliability, and monitoring.
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1

Introduction

Non-functional concerns like monitoring or reliability typically result in code
duplication in the code base. The use of aspects is the de-facto solution to factor
out such boilerplate code into a single place. Aspects enable the scoping of behavioral variations in space (with a rich variety of static pointcuts), in time (with
dynamic aspects), and in the control flow (with the corresponding pointcuts).
Scoping a behavioral variation to the dynamic extent [TFD+ 09] of an expression is however challenging, since scoping between threads is not easily realized
with aspects. Traditional reflection and meta-object protocols suffer from similar
limitations.
This is unfortunate since scoping behavioral variations to dynamic extents
increases the expressiveness of the language in useful ways [Tan08,TFD+ 09].
With such a form of scoping, it is possible to execute code in a read-only manner [ADD+ 10] (thus improving safety), or to track all state mutations to ease
?
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recovery in case of errors (thus improving reliability), or to trace and profile code
at a fine-grained level (thus improving monitoring).
We show in this paper that with minor changes to the way dynamic proxies
operate, it becomes possible to implement behavioral variations that are scoped
to dynamic extents. A dynamic proxy [VCM10,MPBD+ 11,Eug06]3 is a special
object that mediates interactions between a client object and another target
object. When the client sends a message to the proxy, the message is intercepted
and reified to allow specific processing. To scope variations to dynamic extents
using proxies, we must first slightly adapt the dynamic proxy mechanism. We
refer to our approach as delegation proxies.
Delegation proxies have the following characteristics:
– They operate by delegation [Lie86], i.e., by rebinding self-references as in
prototype-based languages,
– they intercept state accesses, both for regular fields and variables captured
in closures, and
– they intercept object creation.
With delegation proxies, a proxy can encode a behavioral variation that will
be consistently propagated to all objects accessed during the evaluation of a
message send (i.e., its dynamic extent).
Delegation proxies have several positive properties. First, delegation proxies
can avoid infinite regressions. In aspect-oriented programming, infinite regressions can arise when an advice triggers the associated pointcut.4 In reflective
architectures, infinite regression arises when reflecting on code that is used to
implement the reflective behavior itself. The conventional solution to this problem is to explicitly model the different levels of execution [CKL96,DSD08,Tan10].
With delegation proxies, a proxy and its target are distinct objects and the propagation is enabled only for the proxy. No variation is active when executing the
code that implements the behavioral variation as long as all messages are sent
to base objects. Second, behavioral variations expressed with delegation proxies
compose, similarly to aspects. For instance, tracing and profiling behavioral variations can be implemented by separate proxies that can be combined to apply
both behavioral variations. Third, like other dynamic proxy implementations,
delegation proxies naturally support partial reflection [TNCC03] at an objectlevel granularity. Behavioral intercession is enabled only for proxies. All other
objects in the system — including the target — remain unaffected and pay no
performance overhead.
In this paper, we explore and demonstrate the flexibility of delegation proxies
in Smalltalk with the following contributions:
– A model of proxies based on delegation that intercepts object instantiations
and state accesses (including variables in closures) (Section 2);
3
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A similar mechanism is called encapsulator [Pas86]
A typical workaround for this problem is to constrain pointcut definitions: e.g., a
pointcut p within an aspect A is rewritten: p && !cflow(adviceexecution()) &&
within(A)

– A technique to use delegation proxies to scope variations to dynamic extents
(Section 2);
– Several examples of useful applications of variations scoped to dynamic extents (Section 4);
– A formalization of delegation proxies and the propagation technique (Section 6);
– An implementation of delegation proxies in Smalltalk based on code generation (Section 7).

2

Delegation Proxies

Delegation proxies are dynamic proxies that operate by delegation in contrast to
classical dynamic proxies that operate by forwarding. After presenting dynamic
proxies, we show why delegation is a better choice than forwarding for proxybased behavioral intercession.
To the best of our knowledge only EcmaScript 6 proxies use delegation. However, this is incidental since EcmaScript, as a prototype-based object language,
uses delegation to implement object inheritance [Lie86].
We will see that delegation enables the interception of interpretation operations that occur during method execution — like object state accesses and object
creation — and allows behavioral variations to be composed naturally. This is
an important matter to consider in the context of class-based object-oriented
languages.
2.1

Dynamic proxies

A dynamic proxy is an object that acts as a surrogate for another object, called
its target. A proxy mediates interactions between its target and its clients. The
behavior of a proxy is typically defined by a separate object called its handler,
whose methods are called traps [VCM10]. When an interpretation operation —
like the reception of a message, an access to an object instance variable, etc.—
is applied to a proxy, the proxy reifies the operation and instead invokes the
trap that corresponds to that operation in its handler. The handler can take
some actions before, after or even instead of performing the original operation
on the target. Figure 1 shows the relationships between a proxy, its handler and
its target with an example of message interception.
The dynamic proxy mechanism implements a kind of behavioral intercession
that alters the interpretation of a program at the granularity of objects. We refer
to the different alterations of the interpretation process as behavioral variations.
Tracing, profiling, read-only, etc., are examples of behavioral variations.
The distinction between proxies and handlers is the application of a principle
called stratification [BU04,VCM10,MPBD+ 11]. Stratification stipulates that the
meta-level must be separated from base-level. In the context of dynamic proxies,
this principle avoids name conflicts between application methods and handler

traps, i.e., between the base-level and the meta-level. This means that a proxy
can expose exactly the same interface as its target.
By using proxies as the targets of other proxies, we obtain chains of proxies as
depicted in Figure 2. In this case, when an interpretation operation is intercepted,
the corresponding trap should be triggered in each of the handlers of the proxies
in the order specified by the chain. This offers a natural and convenient way to
compose multiple behavioral variations.
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target:

proxy

client

target
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Fig. 1. Example of message interception. First, the client sends the message msg to a
proxy. Then, the proxy intercepts the message and invokes the handler trap associated
with message reception (handleMessage:proxy:target:) with three arguments: the
reified message, the proxy itself and the target.

2.2

Forwarding vs Delegation

We explore the differences between forwarding and delegation semantics in the
context of proxy-based intercession. The operational difference reduces to how
self-references are bound in methods that match intercepted messages. Traditional dynamic proxy implementations found in class-based object-oriented languages operate by forwarding. Once a message has been intercepted by a proxy,
the proxy may decide to forward the message to its target: the method corresponding to the message is executed with self-references bound to the target.
This implies that the proxy loses control of the execution. With delegation, the
proxy may decide to delegate the message: the method corresponding to the
intercepted message is executed with self-references bound to the proxy itself.
This implies that the proxy keeps the control of the execution.
With delegation, the proxy can intercept interpretation operations that occur during a method execution: object state reads, object state writes, object
creation, literal resolution, etc. We refer to these interpretation operations as
sub-method operations. Moreover, with delegation the identity of the proxy that

originally intercepted the operation is maintained; this permits behavioral variations to be composed in the case of chains of proxies.
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Fig. 2. A chain of two proxies. When an interpretation operation is intercepted, the
corresponding trap is triggered in the handlers h1 and h2 in order.

In Figure 2, we have two proxies p1 and p2, their respective handlers h1 and
h2, and an object target. The target of p1 is p2 and the target of p2 is target.
This forms a chain of two proxies. A client object sends a message incr that
is supposed to change the state of the target object by modifying its instance
variable iv.
With forwarding execution begins with the message by p1 being intercepted
and triggering the message-reception trap of its handler h1. The handler may at
some point forward the intercepted message to the target of p1 — namely the
proxy p2 — losing control of the execution at the same time. The same scenario
applies to p2 : it intercepts the message, invokes its handler’s message-reception
trap, its handler forwards the message to target which then executes the method
associated with the message normally and increments the value of its instance
variable iv.
We can see that the behavioral variations of p1 and p2 are necessarily limited to interception of message reception since p1 — the proxy that originally
intercepted the message — loses the control of the execution. It thus cannot
intercept sub-method operations. Even if the execution of the method of target
associated with the message performs a self-send, this latter message send will
not be intercepted.
With delegation the execution begins the same: p1 intercepts the message
and invokes the message-reception trap of its handler. But instead of forwarding
the message to p2, h1 instead delegates the message: it specify that the receiver
should be rebound to p1. Then p2 intercepts that message, passes it to h2,
which applies its behavioral variation and delegates the message to target. At
this point p1 is still the receiver and has still control over the execution: it can
intercept sub-method operations, in particular the modification of iv. In reaction
to this interception, p1 invokes the state-write trap of its handler h1. The state-

write trap of h2 is then invoked. This example shows that delegation permits
behavioral variations to be composed in the context of sub-method operation
interception.
To sum up, using delegation instead of forwarding for proxy-based intercession permits proxies to intercept sub-method operations and to compose behavioral variations by forming chains of proxies.

3

Propagation

In the previous section we saw how delegation proxies work. In this section
we present the concept of propagation of behavioral variation and its reflective
implementation in terms of delegation proxies. This technique permits a proxy
to be created for a target object that will scope a behavioral variation to the
dynamic extents of the messages it receives. These dynamic extents are the
parts of the execution delimited by the processing of a message received by the
proxy, from the reception of the message until the corresponding method returns.
All objects accessed during this dynamic extent are consistently represented by
proxies that are created on-demand. We refer to the first proxy that initiates the
propagations as the root proxy. Other proxies created during the propagation
are called non-root proxies. The root proxy can be seen as the entry point to a
lazily-created parallel object graph as depicted in Figure 3.

actual control flow
fictitious control flow
root proxy

Fig. 3. A depiction of propagation (handlers are omitted for clarity). A root proxy (in
grey) wraps a target object that is connected to some object graph. The dashed line
depicts the actual control flow of the execution. Proxies are created on need and are
eligible for garbage collection once the control flow leaves them. The actual control
flow parallels a fictitious control flow (dotted line) i.e., the control flow that would
have resulted if execution had not been intercepted by the root proxy.

3.1

Tracing example

We will illustrate propagation with a tracing example. Let us consider the
Smalltalk method Integer»fib5 which computes the Fibonacci value of an integer using recursion:
Integer»fib
self < 2 ifTrue: [  self ].
 (self - 1) fib + (self - 2) fib

Listing 1. Fibonacci computation

The computation of the Fibonacci value of 2 corresponds to the following
sequence of message sends (first the receiver of the message, then the message
with its arguments):
2 fib
2 < 2
false ifTrue: [  self ]
2 - 1
1 fib
1 < 2
true ifTrue: [  self ]
[  self ] value
2 - 2
0 fib
0 < 2
true ifTrue: [  self ]
[  self ] value
1 + 0
Listing 2. Trace of 2 fib

To automatically trace message sends, we can use a proxy to intercept message sends and print them. A tracing proxy can be obtained by instantiating
a proxy with a tracing handler. For convenience, we define the method Object»tracing, which returns a tracing proxy for any object. For instance, the
expression 2 tracing returns a tracing proxy for the number 2.
Object»tracing
 Proxy handler: TracingHandler new target: self.

Listing 3. Creation of a tracing proxy

To trace messages, the tracing handler must define a message reception trap
that prints the name of the reified message. Listing 4 shows the code of such a
message trap:
5

The notation Integer»fib refers to the method fib of the class Integer. In
Smalltalk, closures are expressed with square brackets ([ . . . ]) and booleans are
objects. The method ifTrue: takes a closure as argument: if the receiver is the object true, the closure is evaluated by sending it the message value. The up-arrow
(↑ ...) denotes a return expression.

TracingHandler»handleMessage: m myself: p target: t
Transcript
print: t asString;
space;
print: m asString;
cr.
 t perform: m myself: p.

Listing 4. A simple tracing handler

The reflective invocation with perform: takes one additional parameter myself, which specifies how self is rebound in the reflective invocation. This
permits us to encode delegation. The handler can thus either rebind self to the
proxy (delegation) or rebind self to the target (forwarding). Delegation proxies
thus trivially subsume traditional forwarding proxies.
Delegation ensures that messages received by the proxy are traced, including
self-sends in the method executed with delegation. However, it would fail to trace
messages sent to other objects. The evaluation of 2 tracing fib would print 2
fib, 2 < 2, 2 - 1, 2 - 2, but all the messages sent to 1, 0, true, false
and [  self ] would not be traced.
To consistently apply a behavioral variation during the execution of a message
send, all objects accessed during the execution must be represented with proxies.
3.2

Wrapping rules

To scope a behavioral variation to a dynamic extent, we can implement a handler
that replaces all object references accessed by proxies. This way, the behavioral
variation will propagate during the execution.
In a given method activation, a reference to an object can be obtained from:
–
–
–
–
–

an argument,
a field read,
the return value of message sends,
the instantiation of new objects
the resolution of literals6

The following rules suffice to make sure that all objects are represented by
proxies:
– Wrap the initial arguments. When the root proxy receives a message, the
arguments are wrapped with proxies. We don’t need to wrap the arguments
of messages sent to non-root proxies because the other rules ensure that the
arguments are already wrapped in the context of the caller.
– Wrap field reads. References to fields are represented by proxies.
– Wrap object instantiation. The return value of primitive message sends that
“create” new objects must be wrapped. Such primitive messages include explicit instantiations with new and arithmetic computations that are typically
implemented natively.
6

We consider closures to be special kinds of literals.

– Wrap literals. Similarly, literals occurring in the method must be wrapped.
We don’t need to wrap the return value of other message sends. Indeed, if the
receiver and the arguments of a message send are already wrapped, and if the
results of state reads and object instantiations are also wrapped in the execution
of the method triggered by this message send, this message send will necessarily
return a proxy.
Additionally, we need two rules to control how objects must be unwrapped:
– Unwrap field writes. When a field is written, we unwrap the value of the
assignment before performing it. This way, the proxies created during the
propagation are only referred to from within the call stack and don’t corrupt
the object graph connected to the target.
– Unwrap the initial return value. The root proxy unwraps the objects returned to the clients. This rule may be omitted to implement other forms of
propagation as discussed in subsection 5.2.
Applying this technique to the code in Listing 1, the subtractions self-2 and
self-1 return proxies as well. Figure 4 depicts the situation. This way, tracing
is consistently applied during the computation of Fibonacci numbers.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of propagation during the subtraction 2 - 1. A proxy to 2 receives the subtraction message “-” with a proxy to 1 as argument (a). The message is
forwarded to 2 to perform the actual subtraction (b) that returns 1 (c). Finally the
result is wrapped (d).

3.3

Propagation handler

To implement a handler that applies the wrapping rules presented previously,
we need to have specific traps. In Smalltalk, an object is instantiated by sending

the message new to a class, which is an object as well. The interception of object
instantiations does thus not require a specific trap and is realized indirectly. The
following set of traps is thus sufficient to intercept all method invocations, state
accesses, and object instantiations:
– handleMessage:myself:target:
The trap for message sends takes as parameters the reified message, the
original proxy7 and the target.
– handleReadField:myself:target:
The trap for field reads takes as parameters the field name, the original proxy
and the target.
– handleWriteField:value:myself:target:
The trap for field writes takes as parameters the field name, the value to
write, the original proxy and the target.
– handleLiteral:myself:target:
The trap for the resolution of literals (symbols, string, numbers, class names,
and closures) takes as parameters the resolved literal, the original proxy and
the target.
This set of traps is sufficient to implement propagation in Smalltalk. However,
the set of necessary traps depends on the host language. In Java, additional traps
would be needed to intercept constructor invocations, accesses to static fields and
invocation of static methods.
Similarly to perform:, reflective methods used to read fields, to write fields
and to resolve literals need to be extended with an additional parameter myself. They become instVarNamed:myself:, instVarNamed:put:myself and
literal:myself:. In the case of a chain of proxies, the parameter myself is
passed to the traps along the chain to preserve the identity of the proxy that
originally intercepted the operation.
Listing 5 shows the traps for state writes and state reads traps. Other traps
are similar. This handler just applies the previous wrapping rules. It is instantiated with another handler on which it will hand-over trap invocations. This
allows propagation to be used with handlers that are not prepared for this technique.
It is impossible to deconstruct a proxy to obtain its handler or its target
without using reflective capabilities. For simplicity, we assume the existence of
a class Reflect that exposes the following methods globally:
– Reflect class>>isProxy: aProxy
Returns whether the argument is a proxy or not.
– Reflect class>>handlerOf: aProxy
If the argument is a proxy, returns its handler. Fails otherwise.
– Reflect class>>targetOf: aProxy
If the argument is a proxy, returns its target. Fails otherwise.
7

In case of chain proxies, the original proxy is not necessarily the one that intercepted
the operation but the root of the chain.

For increased security, these methods could be stratified with mirrors (i.e.,
dedicated objects that provide access to reflective features for a given object
[BU04]), in which case handlers would need to have access to a mirror when
they are instantiated.
PropagationHandler»handleReadField: f myself: p target: t
 self wrap: (h handleReadField: f myself: p target: t).
PropagationHandler»handleWriteField: f value: v proxy: p target: t
h handleWriteField: f value: (self unwrap: v) proxy: p target: t.
 v

Listing 5. State reads and state writes traps of a propagating handler.

3.4

Closures

Closures deserve special treatment. A closure should be evaluated with the variations that are active in the current dynamic extent, and not the variations
that were active when it was created. Consider, for instance, if the closure
[ self printString ] is created when tracing is enabled, its evaluation during a regular execution should not trace the message printString. Conversely,
if the closure [ self printString ] is created during a regular execution, its
evaluation when tracing is enabled should trace the message printString. For
this to work correctly, closures are always created in an unproxied form, and are
transformed on demand when wrapped.
Variables captured in a closure are stored in indexed fields. Let us see first
how creation works and illustrate it with the closure [ self printString ]
and tracing:
1. The closure is created by the runtime and captures variables as-is. Tracing
example: the closure captures self, which refers to a proxy.
2. The closure creation is intercepted by the literal trap of the creator. Tracing
example: the closure is treated like other literals and thus proxied.
3. If the closure was proxied, the runtime invokes the write trap of the closure’s
proxy for all captured variables. Tracing example: the runtime invokes the
write trap of the closure’s proxy passing 0 as field index and the self proxy
as value. The trap unproxies the value and reflectively invokes instVarNamed:put:myself: for field 0. This overwrites the previous value in the
closure with a reference to the base object.
Evaluation of closures follows the inverse scheme:
1. If the closure is evaluated via a proxy, the runtime invokes the read trap
each time a captured variable is accessed. Tracing example: the runtime
invokes the read trap of the closure’s proxy passing 0 as field index. The
trap reflectively invokes instVarNamed: for field 0 and wraps the result
with a proxy. The message printString is sent to the proxy.

Note that this scheme is quite natural if we consider that closures could be
encoded with regular objects, similarly to anonymous classes in Java. In that
case, captured variables are effectively stored in synthetic fields initialized in the
constructor. The instantiation of the anonymous class would trigger write traps,
and evaluation would trigger read traps.
Adding method valueWithHandler: in BlockClosure, tracing 2 fib can
also be achieved with [ 2 fib ] valueWithHandler: TracingHandler new instead of 2 tracing fib. Closures provide a convenient way to activate a behavioral variation in the dynamic extent of expression.
BlockClosure»valueWithHandler: aHandler
 (Proxy handler: aHandler target: self) value.

Listing 6. Convenience method to wrap and evaluate a closure

4

Examples

Delegation proxies subsume dynamic proxies and can be used to implement all
classical examples of dynamic proxies such as lazy values, membranes, etc. We
omit examples that can be found in the literature [VCM13,Eug06,MPBD+ 11].
We focus in this section on new examples enabled by delegation proxies. They
all rely on the propagation technique presented earlier. We assume that the handlers are wrapped with a PropagationHandler that implements the propagation technique for reuse (see Listing 5). There are advantages to using delegation
proxies to scope these behavioral variations to a dynamic extent. Behavioral variations can be composed: different parties can add their own variations without
being aware of others already active for the same target. A behavioral variation
is enabled only for the proxy: a variation is enabled for clients who possess a
reference to the proxy while other clients may have a reference to the target
or to another proxy implementing another behavioral variation. It is up to the
creator of the proxy to decide whether to pass the proxy or the target.
4.1

Read-only Execution

Read-only execution [ADD+ 10] prevents mutation of state during evaluation.
Read-only execution can dynamically guarantee that the evaluation of a given
piece of code is either free of side effects or raises an error.
Classical proxies could restrict the interface of a given object to the subset
of read-only methods. However, they would fail to enable read-only execution
of arbitrary methods, or to guarantee that methods are deeply read-only. Readonly execution can be implemented trivially by wrapping a handler that fails
upon state writes with a propagation handler.
ReadOnlyHandler»handleWriteField: f value: v myself: p target: t
ReadOnlyError signal: ’Illegal write’.
Listing 7. Read-only handler

Thanks to proxy-based intercession, the target object is still available to
trusted clients that can modify it. Only clients holding a reference to the proxy
are affected by the read-only policy.
4.2

Object Versioning

To tolerate errors, developers implement recovery blocks that undo mutations
and leave the objects in a consistent state [PLW09]. Typically, this entails cloning
objects to obtain snapshots. Our propagation technique enables the implementation of object versioning concisely. Before any field is mutated, the handler
shown below records the old value into a log using a reflective field read. The
log can be used in recovery block, for instance to implement rollback. Similarly
to the other examples that follow, we assume that the handler is wrapped with
a propagation handler.
RecordingHandler»handleWriteField: f value: v myself: p target: t
| oldValue |
oldValue := t instVarNamed: f myself: p.
log add: { t. f. oldValue }.
t instVarNamed: f put: v myself: p.
 v
Listing 8. Recording handler

A convenience method can be added to enable recording with [. . .] recordInLog:
aLog.
BlockClosure»recordInLog: aLog
 self valueWithHandler: (RecordingHandler log: aLog)
Listing 9. Enabling recording

The log can then be used to reflectively undo changes if needed.
aLog reverseDo: [ :change |
change first instVarNamed: change second put: change third
]
Listing 10. Undoing changes

4.3

Dynamic Scoping

In most modern programming languages, variables are lexically scoped and can’t
be dynamically scoped. Dynamic scoping is sometimes desirable, for instance in
web frameworks to access easily the ongoing request. Developers must in this case
use alternatives like thread locals. It is for instance the strategy taken by Java
Server Faces in the static method getCurrentInstance() of class FacesContext8 ).
8
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Dynamic scoping can be realized in Smalltalk using stack manipulation [Deu81]
or by accessing the active process. Delegation proxies offer an additional approach to implement dynamic bindings by simply sharing a common (key,value)
pair between handlers. If multiple dynamic bindings are defined, objects will
be wrapped multiple times, once per binding. When a binding value must be
retrieved, a utility method locates the handler corresponding to the request key,
and returns the corresponding value:
ScopeUtils»valueOf: aKey for: aProxy
| h p |
p := aProxy.
[ Reflect isProxy: p ] whileTrue: [
h := Reflect handlerOf: p.
( h bindingKey == aKey ) ifTrue: [
 h bindingValue.
].
p := Reflect targetOf: p.
].
 nil. "Not found"
Listing 11. Inspection of a chain of proxies

During the evaluation of a block, a dynamic variable can be bound with [. . .]
valueWith: #currentRequest value: aRequest and accessed pervasively with
ScopeUtils valueOf: #currentRequest for: self.
4.4

Profiling

Previous sections already illustrated delegation proxies using tracing. The same
approach could be used to implement other interceptors like profiling or code
contracts. The following handler implements profiling. It stores records of the
different execution durations in an instance variable tallies for later analysis.
ProfilingHandler»initialize
tallies := OrderedCollection new
ProfilingHandler»handleMessage: m myself: p target: t
| start |
start := Time now.
[  t perform: m myself: p ]
ensure: [
| duration |
duration := Time now - start.
tallies add: {t. m. duration} ]
Listing 12. A simple profiling handler

5

Other forms of propagation

Since propagation is implemented reflectively, it can be customized in many
ways. Delegation proxies provide flexible building blocks to implement various

forms of scopes, possibly blurring the line between static and dynamic scoping,
similarly to Tanter’s scoping strategies [TFD+ 09].

5.1

Filtering on package

Propagation can for instance be adapted to enable a behavioral variation only
for instances of classes belonging to specific packages. This can be used to select
which parts of an execution are subject to a behavioral variation such as tracing.
It is especially useful for excluding kernel classes (string, dictionaries, arrays,
etc.) and focusing instead on the classes of the analysed application.
To implement this form of scoping, it is possible to implement a filtering
handler with a set of packages. This handler will wrap another handler and ask
it to apply its behavioral variation only when the class of the target is declared in
one of the packages of interest. Listing 13 shows the message trap of that filtering
handler. A filtering handler is then wrapped into a propagating handler.
FilteringHandler»handleMessage: m myself: p target: t
 (packages includes: t class package)
ifTrue: [ innerHandler handleMessage: m myself: p target: t ]
ifFalse: [ t perform: m myself: t ]
Listing 13. Message trap of the filtering handler

5.2

Defensive proxies

Behavioral variations that are concerned with security can be used in two cases.
The first case is when we want to apply the behavioral variation to protect the
target from its clients. The second case is when we want to apply the behavioral
variation to protect the clients from the target.
Protecting the target from the clients. With full propagation a read-only behavioral variation ensures that no state is modified from within the dynamic
extent of messages received by the root proxy. We can customize propagation to
relax the constraint imposed on clients. We can ensure that no state of the object graph connected to the target is modified from within the dynamic extent of
messages received by the root proxy. To achieve that we can have an alternative
propagation handler that does not wrap initial arguments, i.e., the arguments of
messages sent to the root proxy. The rationale is that the client necessarily has a
reference to each of the objects it passes as arguments in the message to the root
proxy. The client can therefore access these objects with the behavioral variation
disabled in any case. In such scenarios, we also typically want initial returns to
be wrapped so that objects returned by the target are still protected by the
behavioral variation. The alternative propagation handler would not apply this
unwrapping rule.

Protecting the clients from the target. There are other security-related behavioral
variations that need to protect the clients from the target. This means that
propagation should be enabled only for the arguments that are passed to the
proxy. In that case, the proxy created to wrap the initial target (initial proxy)
does not propagate by itself but it would wrap the arguments of messages it
receives with proxies that do propagate. The return values of messages sent to
that initial proxy would also typically be other proxies with the same wrapping
rules to ensure that clients are also protected from these objects. This scenario
is in fact a combination of a membrane [VCM10,TCD13] with our propagation
technique. The initial proxy’s handler would implement the wrapping rules of
membranes. The membrane handler would be parameterized with two handlers:
one that defines the inside-out policy and another that defines the outside-in
policy [TCD13]. The inside-out handler would be an identity handler and the
outside-in handler would be a propagating handler, itself parameterized with the
handler that implements the behavioral variations used to protect the clients
from the target.

6

Semantics

We formalize delegation proxies by extending SmalltalkLite [BDNW08], a
lightweight calculus in the spirit of ClassicJava [FKF98] that captures the
core execution semantics of a Smalltalk-like language and omits static types. We
assume no prior knowledge of it. Our formalization simplifies three aspects of the
semantics presented in the previous sections: it doesn’t model first-class classes,
literals or closures. Consequently, literal traps are not considered. Instead, we
introduce a new trap that intercepts object instantiations.
The syntax of our extended calculus, SmalltalkProxy, is shown in Figure 5. The only addition to the original syntax is the new expression proxy e e.

P
defn
meth
e

=
=
=
=
|
|

defn∗ e
class c extends c { f ∗ meth∗ }
m(x∗ ) { e }
new c | x | self | nil | f | f = e
e.m(e∗ ) | super.m(e∗ ) | let x = e in e
proxy e e
Fig. 5. Syntax of SmalltalkProxy

During evaluation, the expressions of the program are annotated with the
object and class context of the ongoing evaluation, since this information is
missing from the static syntax. An annotated expression is called a redex. For
instance, the super call super.m(v ∗ ) is decorated with its object and class into

superhci.mhoi(v ∗ ) before being interpreted; self is translated into the value of
the corresponding object; message sends o.m(v ∗ ) are decorated with the current object context to keep track of the sender of the message. The rules for
translating expressions into redexes are shown below.

o[[new c0 ]]c
o[[x]]c
o[[self]]c
o[[nil]]c
o[[f ]]c
o[[f = e]]c
o[[e.m(e∗i )]]c
o[[super.m(e∗i )]]c
o[[let x = e in e0 ]]c
o[[proxy e e0 ]]c

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

newhoi c0 (where o is fresh)
x
o
nil
f hoi
f hoi = o[[e]]c
o[[e]]c .mhoi(o[[ei ]]∗c )
superhci.mhoi(o[[ei ]]∗c )
let x = o[[e]]c in o[[e0 ]]c
proxy o[[e]]c o[[e0 ]]c

Fig. 6. Translating expressions to redexes

Redexes and their subredexes reduce to a value, which is either an address
a, nil, or a proxy. A proxy has a handler h and a target t. A proxy is itself a
value. Both h and t can be proxies as well. Redexes may be evaluated within
an expression context E. An expression context corresponds to an redex with
a hole that can be filled with another redex. For example, E[expr] denotes an
expression that contains the sub-expression expr.

 = o | newhoi c | x | self | nil | f hoi | f hoi = 
| .mhoi(∗ ) | superhci.mhoi(∗ ) | let x =  in 
| proxy  
E = [ ] | f hoi = E | E.mhoi(∗ ) | o.mhoi(o∗ E ∗ )
| superhci.mhoi(o∗ E ∗ ) | let x = E in 
| proxy E  | proxy o E
o = a | nil | proxy o o
Fig. 7. Redex syntax

Translation from the main expression to an initial redex is carried out by the
function o[[e]]c (see Figure 6). This binds fields to their enclosing object context
and binds self to the value o of the receiver. The initial object context for a
program is nil. (i.e., there are no global fields accessible to the main expression).

P ` hE[newhri c], Hi
,→ hE[a], H[a 7→ hc, {f 7→ nil | ∀f, f ∈∗P c}i]i
where a 6∈ dom(H)

[new]

P ` hE[newhproxy h ti c], Hi
,→ hE[h.newTrap(newhtic, proxy h t)], Hi

[new-proxy]

P ` hE[f hai], Hi
,→ hE[o], Hi
where H(a) = hc, Fi and F(f ) = o

[get]

P ` hE[f hproxy h ti], Hi
,→ hE[h.readTrap(t, f, proxy h t)], Hi

[get-proxy]

P ` hE[f hai = o], Hi
,→ hE[o], H[a 7→ hc, F[f 7→ o]i]i
where H(a) = hc, Fi

[set]

P ` hE[f hproxy h ti = o], Hi
,→ hE[h.writeTrap(t, f, o, proxy h t)], Hi

[set-proxy]

∗

P ` hE[a.mhsi(o )], Hi
,→ hE[a[[e[o∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 ], Hi
where H[a] = hc, Fi and hc, m, x∗ , ei ∈∗P c0
P ` hE[(proxy h t).mhsi(o∗ )], Hi
,→ hE[h.messageTrap(t, m, o∗ , proxy h t)], Hi

[message]

[message-proxy]

P ` hE[superhci.mhsi(o∗ )], Hi
,→ hE[s[[e[o∗ /x∗ ]]]c00 ], Hi
where c ≺P c0 and hc0 , m, x∗ , ei ∈∗P c00 and c0 ≤P c00
P ` hE[let x = o in ], Hi
,→ hE[[o/x]], Hi

[super]

[let]

Fig. 8. Reductions for SmalltalkProxy

So if e is the main expression associated to a program P , then nil[[e]]Object is the
initial redex.
P ` h, Hi ,→ h0 , H0 i means that we reduce an expression (redex)  in the
context of a (static) program P and an object heap H to a new expression 0
and (possibly) updated heap H0 . The heap consists of a set of mappings from
addresses a ∈ dom(H) to tuples hc, {f 7→ v}i representing the class c of an object
and the set of its field values. The initial value of the heap is H = {}.
The reductions are summarized in Figure 8. Predicate ∈∗P is used for field
lookup in a class (f ∈∗P c) and method lookup (hc, m, x∗ , ei ∈∗P c0 , where c0 is
the class where the method was found in the hierarchy). Predicates ≤P and ≺P
are used respectively for subclass and direct subclass relationships.
If the object context hoi of an instantiation with newhoi c is a regular object
(i.e., not a proxy), the expression reduces to a fresh address a, bound in the

heap to an object whose class is c and whose fields are all nil(reduction [new ]).
If the object context of the instantiation is a proxy, the newTrap is invoked
on the handler instead (reduction [new-proxy]). The trap takes the result of the
instantiation newhti c as parameter; it can take further action or return it as-is.
The object context hoi of field reads and field writes can be an object or a
proxy. A local field read in the context of an object address reduces to the value
of the field (reduction [get]). A local field read in the context of a proxy invokes
the trap readTrap on the handler h (reduction [get-proxy]). A local field write
in the context of an object simply updates the corresponding binding of the field
in the heap (reduction [set]). A local field read in the context of a proxy invokes
the trap writeTrap on the handler h (reduction [set-proxy]).
Messages can be sent to an object or to a proxy. When we send a message
to an object, the corresponding method body e is looked up, starting from the
class c of the receiver a. The method body is then evaluated in the context of
the receiver, binding self to the address a. Formal parameters to the method
are substituted by the actual arguments. We also pass in the actual class in
which the method is found, so that super sends have the right context to start
their method lookup (reduction [message]). When a message is sent to a proxy,
the trap messageTrap is invoked on the handler. The object context hsi that
decorates the message corresponds to the sender of the message. The trap takes
as parameters the message and its arguments, and the initial receiver of the
message proxy h t.
Super-sends are similar to regular message sends, except that the method
lookup must start in the superclass of the class of the method in which the
super send was declared. In the case of a super-send, the object context hsi
corresponds to the sender of the message as well as the receiver. The object
context is used to rebind self (reduction [super ]). When we reduce the supersend, we must take care to pass on the class c00 of the method in which the super
reference was found, since that method may make further super-sends. Finally,
let in expressions simply represent local variable bindings (reduction [let]).
Errors occur if an expression does not reduce to an a or to nil. This may
occur if a non-existent variable, field or method is referenced (for example, when
sending any message to nil, or applying traps on a handler h that isn’t suitable).
For the purpose of this paper we are not concerned with errors, so we do not
introduce any special rules to generate an error value in these cases.
6.1

Identity Proxy

The language requires the ability to reflectively apply operations for proxies to
be useful. For simplicity, we extend the language with three additional nonstratified reflective primitives: send, read, and write. The semantics of these
primitives is given in Figure 9.
All three primitives take a final argument my (shortcut for “myself”) representing the object context that will be rebound. When applied to a proxy, the
operations invoke the corresponding trap in a straightforward manner, passing
my as is. When read or write are applied to an object address, the argument

P ` hE[a.send(m, o∗ , my)], Hi
,→ hE[my[[e[o∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 ], Hi
where H[a] = hc, Fi and hc, m, x∗ , ei ∈∗P c0

[reflect-message]

P ` hE[(proxy h t).send(m, o∗ , my)], Hi
,→ hE[h.messageTrap(t, m, o∗ , my)], Hi [reflect-message-proxy]
P ` hE[a.read(f, my)], Hi
,→ hE[o], Hi
where H(a) = hc, Fi and F(f ) = o
P ` hE[(proxy h t).read(f, my)], Hi
,→ hE[h.readTrap(t, f, my)], Hi
P ` hE[a.write(f, o, my)], Hi
,→ hE[o], H[a 7→ hc, F[f 7→ o]i]i
where H(a) = hc, Fi
P ` hE[(proxy h t).write(f, o, my)], Hi
,→ hE[h.writeTrap(t, f, o, my)], Hi
P ` hE[unproxy (proxy h t)], Hi
,→ hE[t], Hi
P ` hE[unproxy a], Hi
,→ hE[a], Hi

[reflect-get]

[reflect-get-proxy]
[reflect-set]

[reflect-set-proxy]
[unproxy]
[unproxy-object]

Fig. 9. Reflective facilities added to SmalltalkProxy

my is ignored. When send is applied to an object address, my defines how self
will be rebound during the reflective invocation.
With these primitives, we can trivially define the identity handler idHandler that defines the following methods :
class idHandler extends Object {
newTrap(t, my){ t }
readTrap(t, f, my){ t.read(f, my) }
writeTrap(t, f, o, my){ t.write(f, o, my) }
messageTrap(t, m, o∗ , my){ t.send(m, o∗ , my) }}
6.2

Proof of Compositionality

Here we prove that proxy composition works as expected. That is, when the
first proxy in a chain of proxies intercepts a message send, the message traps
of the corresponding handlers are evaluated in order (given that these traps
delegate the message to the corresponding targets). In addition, the operations
applied during the execution of the matching method are also intercepted and
consequently, the corresponding traps are also evaluated in order.

Theorem 1. Let p1 , p2 , . . . , pn be a proxy chain ( i.e., pn = proxy hn t and
∀i ∈ [1, n[ . pi = proxy hi pi+1 ) such that each handler hi unconditionally delegates the intercepted operations on their respective target. Then, the behavioral
variations implemented by each hi compose, i.e., (1) a message m intercepted by
p1 triggers the message trap of each handler hi in order for i ∈ [1, n] and (2)
each consequent operations performed in the method that t associates with the
message m, will be intercepted and will trigger the corresponding trap of each
handler hi in order for i ∈ [1, n].
Proof:
Lemma 1. For all i ∈ [1, n[, invoking the message trap of a handler hi with p
bound to the my parameter triggers the message trap of each subsequent handler
hj in order for j ∈]i, n] with p still bound to the my parameter.
Proof of Lemma 1 by reverse induction:
Basis: The proposition holds for n − 1.
hhn−1 .messageTrap(pn , m, o∗ , p), Hi
,→ hE[pn .send(m, o∗ , p)], Hi
by hypothesis
,→ hE[hn .messageTrap(t, m, o∗ , p)], Hi by [message-proxy]
∗

Inductive step: If the proposition holds for i + 1 > 1 then it holds for i.
hhi .messageTrap(pi+1 , m, o∗ , p), Hi
,→ hE[pi+1 .send(m, o∗ , p)], Hi
by hypothesis
,→ hE[hi+1 .messageTrap(targeti+1 , m, o∗ , p)], Hi
by [message-proxy]
where targeti+1 = t when i = n − 1 and pi+2 otherwise
∗

Hence the proposition holds for all i ∈ [1, n[.
t
u
We know from the reduction rule [message-proxy] that a message sent to a
proxy triggers the message trap of that proxy’s handler, that is hE[p1 .m(o∗ )], Hi
reduces to hE[h1 .messageTrap(p2 , m, o∗ , p1 )], Hi. Together with Lemma 1, we
know that the proposition (1) of Theorem 1 holds.
Now, we need to prove the proposition (2) also holds in these conditions.
First we know by hypothesis that hE[hn .messageTrap(t, m, o∗ , p1 )], Hi will
eventually reduce to hE[t.send(m, o∗ , p1 )], Hi. Then, we know from the reduction rule [reflect-message] that this reduces to hE[p1 [[meth[o∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 , Hi where
H[t] = hc, Fi and hc, m, x∗ , methi ∈∗P c0 . In other words, the code meth of the
method that t associates with the message m is executed with p1 as receiver.
This method can perform different operations: self or super sends, writes,
reads.
In case of self-sends, similarly to the proposition (1) we know from Lemma 1
and from the reduction rule [message-proxy] that the proposition (2) holds.
Lets now consider the case of writes.
Lemma 2. For all i ∈ [1, n[, invoking the write trap of a handler hi with p1
bound to the my parameter triggers the write trap of each subsequent handler hj
in order for j ∈]i, n] with p1 still bound to the my parameter.

The proof of Lemma 2 is similar to that of Lemma 1. From [set-proxy] we
see that hE[f hp1 i = o], Hi gives hE[h1 .writeTrap(p2 , f, o, p1 )], Hi. Together
with Lemma 2 and the fact that p1 is the receiver during the evaluation of
meth, we know that proposition (2) holds for writes. The situation is similar
for reads, super-send and instantiation. We omit these cases for the sake of
conciseness as the proof can easily be expended to take them into account.
Hence the proposition (2) holds and so does the Theorem 1.
t
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6.3

Propagating Identity Proxy

Following the technique of propagation presented in Section 3, we propose a
propagating identity handler, PropHandler. This handler defines the behavior of
the root proxy and uses another handler PropHandler∗ to create the other proxies
during the propagation. This technique requires the ability to unwrap a proxy.
The expression unproxy is added to the language as defined in Figure 9. We
also assume the existence of the traditional sequencing operation (;). We allow
ourselves to use a notation for the multiple arguments of messageTrap that
deviates from the given syntax and semantics.
The handler PropHandler is defined as follows:
class PropHandler extends Object {
newTrap(t, my){ proxy PropHandler∗ t }
readTrap(t, f, my){ t.read(f, my) }
writeTrap(t, f, o, my){ t.write(f, o, my) }
messageTrap(t, m, (o1 , . . . , on ), my){
unproxy(t.send(m,
(proxy PropHandler∗ o1 , . . . , proxy PropHandler∗ on ), my)) }}
The handler PropHandler∗ is defined as follows:
class PropHandler∗ extends PropHandler {
messageTrap(t, m, (o1 , . . . , on ), my){ t.send(m, (o1 , . . . , on ), my) }}
6.4

Proof of Soundness of Propagation

We can formally express the intuitive explanation of Section 3 about soundness
of the propagation.
Theorem 2. Lets t, o1 , . . . , on be objects. Then, during the evaluation of the
expression Expr := (proxy PropHandler t).m(o1 , . . . , on ) everything reduces to
a proxy or to nil except Expr itself.
Proof:
Let pr = proxy PropHandler t. We begin by reducing the expression pr.m(o∗ )
in the context of a program P where o∗ = (o1 , . . . , on ).

hpr.m(o1 , . . . , on ), Hi
,→ hPropHandler.messageTrap(t, m, (o1 , . . . , on ), p), Hi by [message-proxy]
,→∗ hunproxy(t.send(m, po∗ , p)), Hi
where po∗ = ((proxy PropHandler∗ o1 ), . . . , (proxy PropHandler∗ on ))
by definition
,→ hunproxy(pr[[e[po∗ /x∗ )]]c0 , Hi
where H[t] = hc, Fi and hc0 , m, x∗ , ei ∈∗P c
by [reflect-message]

Now we prove by structural induction on e that during the evaluation of
hpr[[e[po∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 , Hi everything reduces to a proxy or to nil. Then, the remaining
unproxy operation ensures that the value of the initial expression is unwrapped
and thus that Theorem 2 always holds.
We call (H) the inductive hypothesis: during the evaluation of e everything
reduces to a proxy or to nil.
Case e := x : Here x can refer to an argument or to a local variable (see [let]).
In the first case we have hpr[[x[po∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 , Hi = hpoi , Hi where i is the index of
the argument in question. In the second case we know by inductive hypothesis
that it reduce to a proxy or nil.
Case e := self : hpr[[self[po∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 , Hi = hpr, Hi
Case e := nil : hpr[[nil[po∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 , Hi = hnil, Hi
Case e := new c :
hpr[[new c[po∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 , Hi = hnewhpri c, Hi
,→ hPropHandler.newTrap(newhtic, pr), Hi
by [new-proxy]
,→ hPropHandler.newTrap(a, pr), H0 i
where H0 = H[a 7→ hc, {f 7→ nil | ∀f, f ∈∗P c}i] by [new]
∗
,→ hproxy PropHandler∗ a, H0 ]i
by definition

Case e := f :
hpr[[f [po∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 , Hi = hf hpri, Hi
,→ hPropHandler.readTrap(t, f, pr), Hi
by [get-proxy]
,→∗ hproxy PropHandler∗ (t.read(f, p)), Hi by definition
,→ hproxy PropHandler∗ o, Hi
by [reflect-get]

Case e := f = e0 :

We know by inductive hypothesis that e0 reduces to a value which is a proxy
or nil. Let v be that value.
∗

,→
,→
,→∗
,→
,→

=

hpr[[f = e0 [po∗ /x∗ ]]]c0 , Hi = hf hpri = e0 , Hi
hf hpri = v, H0 i
hPropHandler.writeTrap(t, f, v, p), H0 i
ht.write(f, unproxy v, p); v, H0 i
ht.write(f, v 0 , p); v, H0 i
where v 0 = t0 if v = proxy h t0 or nil if v = nil
hv 0 ; p0 , H00 i
where H00 = H0 [t 7→ hc, F[f 7→ o]i]
and H0 (t) = hc, Fi
hv, H00 i

by
by
by
by

(H)
[set-proxy]
definition
[unproxy(-object)]

by [reflect-set]

Case e := e0 .m(e001 , . . . , e00n ):
We know by (H) that e0 , e001 , . . . , e00n all reduce to a proxy or nil. We need
to prove that (H) holds in case e0 is a proxy p whose handler is a PropHandler∗ .
Since only messageTrap differs from PropHandler in PropHandler∗ , we thus just
need to prove that the expression p.m(p1 , . . . , pn ) reduces to a proxy or nil when
each pi are already proxies or nil.
hp.m(p1 , . . . , pn ), Hi
,→ hPropHandler∗ .messageTrap(t0 , m, (p1 , . . . , pn ), p), Hi by [message-proxy]
,→ ht0 .send(m, (p1 , . . . , pn ), p), Hi
by definition
,→ hp[[meth[(p1 , . . . , pn )/x∗ ]]cm , Hi
by [reflect-message]
where H[t0 ] = hct0 , Fi and hcm , m, x∗ , methi ∈∗P cm
That last expression is known to reduce to a proxy or nil by (H).
Case e := super.m(e01 , . . . , e0n ): Similar to the previous case.
Case e := let x = e0 in e00 : We know by (H) that e0 reduces to a proxy or
nil. In case x is referred in e00 , it will be replaced by e0 (see case e := x).
Case e := proxy e0 e00 : This case already satisfies the proposition.
t
u

7

Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of delegation proxies in Pharo9 , a Smalltalk
dialect. This implementation generates code using the compiler infrastructure
of Pharo. For each existing method in a base class, a hidden method with an
additional parameter myself and a transformed body is generated and installed
in a proxy class. Instead of self, myself is used in the generated method body
(this is similar to Python’s explicit self argument). Following the same approach
as Uniform Proxies for Java [Eug06], proxy classes are auto-generated.
7.1

Example

Let us consider the class Suitcase:
9

http://pharo.org/

Object»subclass: #Suitcase
instanceVariableNames: ’content’
Suitcase»printString
 ’Content: ’ concat: content

Listing 14. Original code of class Suitcase

Applying our transformation, the class Suitcase is augmented with synthetic
methods to read and write the field content and to resolve literals.
Suitcase»literal: aLiteral myself: myself
 aLiteral
Suitcase»readContentMyself: myself
 content
Suitcase»writeContent: value myself: myself
 content := value

Listing 15. Synthetic methods to read and write instance variable content and literal
resolution

In Smalltalk, fields are encapsulated and can be accessed only by their respective object. The sender of a state access is always myself, and can thus
be omitted from the traps. For each existing method in class Suitcase, a hidden method with a transformed body and one additional parameter myself is
generated.
Suitcase»printStringMyself: myself
 (myself literal: ’Content: ’ myself: myself)
concat: (self readContentMyself: myself)
Listing 16. A transformed version of method printString

A proxy class for Suitcase is then generated. It inherits from a class Proxy,
which defines the handler field common to all proxies. The generated class
implements the same methods as the Suitcase class, i.e., , printStringMyself:, readContentMyself:, and writeContent:myself:. The methods invoke
respectively message, read and write traps on the handler. In addition, a method
printString forwards to printStringMyself: with self as argument.
SuitcaseProxy»printString
 self printStringMyself: self
SuitcaseProxy»printStringMyself: myself
| msg |
msg := Message selector: #printString arguments: {}.
 handler message: msg myself: myself target: target

Listing 17. Sample generated method in proxy class of Suitcase

Object
Proxy

Class

PointProxy
Point

Point class

ColorPoint

ColorPoint class

ColorPointProxy

PointClassProxy

ColorPointClassProxy

subclass of
instance of
proxy class of

Fig. 10. Inheritance of classes, meta-classes, and auto-generated proxy classes.

Proxy class generation. Smalltalk has first-class classes whose behaviors are
defined in meta-classes. The meta-class hierarchy parallels the class hierarchy.
Classes can be proxied like any object. Consequently, meta-classes are rewritten
and extended with synthetic methods similarly to classes. However, the generated
proxy classes do not inherit from Class, but Proxy, as shown in Figure 10.
Handling closures. Closures are regular objects that are adapted upon creation
and evaluation as described in subsection 3.4. If a closure defined in an original
uninstrumented method is wrapped with a proxy, the code of the closure is
transformed lazily when the closure is evaluated.
Weaving. Sending a message to a proxy entails reification of the message, invocation of the handler’s trap, and then reflective invocation of the message on the
target. In addition, the handler might take additional actions that entail costs.
The handler and the proxy can be woven into specialized classes for fewer levels
of indirection. For instance, a SuitcaseProxy with a Tracing handler can be
woven into a SuitcaseTracingProxy:
SuitcaseTracingProxy»printStringMyself: myself
| msg |
msg := Message selector: #printString arguments: {}.
Transcript

print: target asString;
space;
print: msg asString;
cr.
 target printStringMyself: myself

Listing 18. Sample woven method

We have implemented a simple weaver that works for basic cases. We plan
to mature it in the future and leverage techniques for partial evaluation [Fut99]
developed for aspect compilers [MKD03].
7.2

Performance

Delegation proxies have no impact on performance when they are not used: the
transformation adds new code but does not alter existing code. Only the proxies
pay a performance overhead. We need to distinguish between the performance of
delegation proxies themselves and the performance of the propagation technique.
Used sparingly, delegation proxies do not entail serious performance issues
because the cost of an interception is reasonably low. To measure the cost of a
message interception, we use a proxy with an identity handler (i.e., a handler
that performs the intercepted operations reflectively) and send a message that
dispatches to an empty method. The result is compared with sending the same
message to the target object. The average performance degradation is 20.49 over
1 million iterations. With weaving, this number drops to 1.45 because there is
less indirections and no reflective call is needed anymore (see the last line of
Listing 18 for example).
However, with propagation, all the operations that happen in the dynamic
extent of a message send are intercepted. Consequently, the cost of delegation
proxies with propagation becomes prohibitive unless weaving is used. With weaving, computing the 20th Fibonacci number 10 thousands times reveals an average
performance degradation of 8.72.
We believe these are encouraging results given that delegation proxies enable
unanticipated behavioral reflection, which is known to be costly. Also the performance could be improved if delegation proxies were implemented directly by
the runtime.

8

Discussion

Myself parameter. To encode the fact that delegation proxies operate by delegation, we add an explicit parameter myself to all the available reflective operations. While this exposes the rebinding of self references for the sake of understandability, this extra parameter can be hidden from the users. The reifications
of the operations can handle the delegation themselves. Otherwise, delegation
can be implemented natively in which case delegation becomes mandatory. It is
thus not absolutely required to modify the reflective API of a language to be
able to implement delegation proxies to support delegation.

Usability. From the developer’s point of view, proxies operating by delegation
or by forwarding are not very different. If the myself parameter is exposed, the
developer has to take care to provide the right receiver. Similarly, if a handler
sends additional messages in its traps, it may have to unwrap the receivers if
they are proxies. Another consequence for a developer is that delegation proxies
permit behavioral variations to be composed together dynamically by forming a
chain of proxies.
Static Typing. There is no major obstacle to port our implementation to a
statically-typed language. Delegation proxies preserve the interface of their target, like traditional forwarding proxies. For type compatibility, the generated
proxy class must inherit from the original class. Reflective operations and traps
can fail with run-time type errors. Forwarding and delegation proxies suffer from
the same lack of type safety from this perspective.
If closures cannot be adapted at run time with the same flexibility as in
Smalltalk, the implementation might require a global rewrite of the sources to
adapt the code of the closures at compile-time.
Our implementation of delegation proxies requires that reflective operations
have an additional parameter myself that specifies how to rebind self. Naturally, this parameter must be of a valid type: in practice it will be either the
target of the invocation or a proxy of the target. Both implement the same
interface.

9

Related Work

Proxy-based intercession. Many languages provide support for dynamic proxies. When a message is sent to a dynamic proxy, the message is intercepted
and reified. Dynamic proxies have found many usefully applications that can be
categorized as interceptors or virtual objects [VCM10]. An important question
for proxies is whether to support them at the language level or natively at the
runtime level. The performance gain brought by native support of proxies is
appreciable for serious use in production but native implementations generally
lack the flexibility needed for experimentation.
Most dynamic languages support proxies via traps that are invoked when
a message cannot be delivered [MPBD+ 11]. Modern proxy mechanisms stratify
the base and meta levels with a handler [MPBD+ 11,Eug06,VCM10,STHFF12].
These solutions are generally limited to message intercession. However, many interpretation operations — such access to instance variables and literal resolution
— are not typically realized via message-sending. It is important to be able to
intercept these operations to implement useful behavioral variations. The inability to intercept these operations make the implementation of dynamically-scoped
behavioral variations difficult.
A notable exception is that of EcmaScript 6 direct proxies. EcmaScript direct
proxies operate by delegation [VCM10] and can intercept additional operations.
However, they do not enable the interception of object instantiations. Also, the

variables captured in a closure cannot be intercepted upon reads and writes. This
makes the form of propagation presented here is not easily implementable with
EcmaScript 6 direct proxies as captured variables cannot easily be unwrapped
upon capture and wrapped upon evaluation.
Pointcut-advice model. Proxy-based intercession differs from the traditional poincutadvice model of aspect oriented programming. In the pointcut-advice model, an
aspect groups definition of pointcuts with corresponding advices, i.e., a behavioral variation and its deployment. With proxy-based intercession, a handler
specifies the actions taken upon interception of certain operations. This looks
similar to the pointcut-advice model: the body of a trap is akin to an advice
and the trap itself matches certain points of execution, just like a pointcut does.
However, a trap does not specify which objects it will affect. A trap defines
points of interception relatively to a proxy: only operations applied on a proxy
are intercepted and trigger the actions defined by the corresponding traps. This
allows developpers to deploy a behavioral variation on specific object references.
Composition Filters. In the Composition Filters model [AWB+ 94], objects filter
and transform incoming and outgoing messages. This model could be used to implement dynamic scoping similar to the presented propagation technique. With
composition filters, an object can rewrite outgoing messages to change their receiver to an object with that same behavior. Delegation could be implemented
with a dispatch filter. However, as far as we are aware of, the composition filters model does not offer a mechanism to intercept instance variable accesses.
Intercepting instance variables accesses is what permits delegation proxies to implement clean propagation (leaving the target objects unaffected by unwrapping
proxies on writes). Adding this facility to the model would allow composition filters to realize the kind of dynamic scoping enabled by the propagation technique
presented here.
Infinite regression. AOP and MOP inherently suffer from infinite regression
issues unless the meta-levels are explicitly modeled [CKL96,DSD08,Tan10]. In
contrast to AOP and MOPs, delegation proxies limit infinite regression issues
since the adapted object and the base object are distinct. For instance, the tracing handler in Listing 4 does not lead to an infinite regression since it sends
the message asString to the target, which is distinct from the proxy (in parameter myself). Handlers that send messages only to non-proxy objects do not
lead to meta-regressions, but failure to do so can lead to meta-regressions, possibly infinite. Consequently, handlers may have to unwrap proxies before sending
messages in traps. Also, delegation proxies naturally enable partial reflection
[TNCC03] since objects are selectively wrapped and proxies can be selectively
passed around to client code.
Composing Behavior. Inheritance leads to an explosion in the number of classes
when multiple variations of a given set of classes must be designed. Static traits

[SDNB03] or mixins enable the definition of units of reuse that can be composed
into classes, but they do not solve the issue of class explosion.
One solution to this problem is the use of decorators that refine a specific
set of known methods, e.g., the method paint of a window. Static and dynamic approaches have been proposed to decoration. Unlike decorators, proxies
find their use when the refinement applies to unknown methods, e.g., to trace all
invocations. Büchi and Weck proposed a mechanism [BW00] to statically parameterize classes with a decorator (called wrapper in their terminology). Bettini et
al. [BCG07] proposed a similar construct but composition happens at creation
time. Ressia et al. proposed talents [RGN+ 12] which enable adaptations of the
behavior of individual objects by composing trait-like units of behavior dynamically. Other works enable dynamic replacement of behavior in a trait-like fashion
[BCD13].
The code snippet below illustrates how to achieve the decoration of a Window
with a Border and shows the conceptual differences between these approaches.
The two first approaches can work with forwarding or delegation (but no implementations with delegation are available). The third approach replaces the
behavior or the object so the distinction does not apply.
Window w =
Window w =
Window w =
w.acquire(

new
new
new
new

Window<Border>(); // Buchi and Weck
BorderWrap( new Window() ); // Bettini
WindowEmptyPaint(); // Ressia
BorderedPaint() );

Listing 19. Differences between approaches to decoration

Several languages that combine class-based inheritance and object inheritance (i.e., delegation) have been proposed [Kni99,VTB98]. Delegation enables
the behavior of an object to be composed dynamically from other objects with
partial behaviors. Essentially, delegation achieves trait-like dynamic composition
of behavior.
Ostermann proposed delegation layers [Ost02], which extend the notion of
delegation from objects to collaborations of nested objects, e.g., a graph with
edges and nodes. An outer object wrapped with a delegation layer will affects
its nested objects as well. Similary to decorators, the mechanism refines specific
sets of methods of the objects in the collaboration.
Dynamic Scoping. The dynamic extent of an expression corresponds to all operations that happen during the evaluation of the expression by a given thread
of execution. Control-flow pointcuts are thus not sufficient to scope to dynamic
extents, since they lack control over the thread scope. Control-flow pointcuts are
popular and supported by mainstream AOP implementations, e.g., AspectJ’s
cflow and cflowbelow. Aware of the limitations of control-flow pointcuts, some
AOP implementations provide specific constructs to scope to the dynamic extent of a block of code, e.g., CaesarJ’s deploy [AGMO06]. Implemented naively,
control-flow pointcuts are expensive since they entail a traversal of the stack
at run time, but they can be implemented efficiently using partial evaluation
[MKD03].

In context-oriented programming (COP) [HCN08,vLDN07], variations can
be encapsulated into layers that are dynamically activated in the dynamic extent of an expression. Unlike the propagation technique presented in this paper
that work better with homogenous variations, COP has a better support for heterogenous variations [ALS08]. COP can be seen as a form of multi-dimensional
dispatch, where the context is an additional dimension.
Other mechanisms to vary the behavior of objects in a contextual manner are
roles [Kri96], perspectives [SU96], and subjects [HO93]. Delegation proxies can
realize dynamic scoping via reference flow, by wrapping and unwrapping objects
accessed during an execution. Delegation proxies may provide a foundation to
design contextual variations.
Similarly to our approach, Arnaud et al.’s Handle model [ADD+ 10,Arn13]
enables the adaptation of references with behavioral variations that propagate.
The propagation belongs to the semantics of the handles, whereas in our approach, the propagation is encoded reflectively in a specific handler. Our approach is more flexible since it decouples the notion of propagation from the
notion of proxy but the handle approach is more efficient since it is implemented
at the runtime level.
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Conclusions

We can draw the following conclusions about the applicability of delegation
proxies:
– Expressiveness. Delegation proxies subsume forwarding proxies and enable
variations to be propagated to dynamic extents. This suits well non-functional
concerns like monitoring (tracing, profiling), safety (read-only references), or
reliability (rollback with object versioning). Since the propagation is written
reflectively, it can be customized to achieve other forms of scopes.
– Metaness. Delegation proxies naturally compose, support partial behavioral
reflection, and help developers avoid meta-regression. We can for instance
trace and profile an execution by using tracing proxies and profiling proxies
that form chains of delegation (composition). Objects are wrapped selectively. Adapting objects during an execution will not affect other objects in
the system (partial reflection). Proxies and targets represent the same object
at two different levels but have distinct identities (no meta-regression).
– Encoding. Delegation proxies can be implemented with code generation. In
our Smalltalk implementation, only new code needs to be added; existing
code remains unchanged. Delegation proxies have thus no overhead if not
used. Delegation proxies do not entail performance issues when used sporadically (same situation as with classical dynamic proxies). The overhead of
our propagation technique is of factor 8 when the code of handlers are woven
into dedicated proxies classes. For optimal performance, the language could
provide native support of delegation proxies.
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